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SECTION B
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
Whether money will be saved by
the implementation of a proposed
consolidation of the botany and
zoology departments has brought
mixed opinions among members of
the College of Sciences.
“The reorganization is a plan from
the dean, and it all boils down to
dollars and cents,” said Kipp Kruse,
chair of the zoology department.
“During strategic planning, we were
told to conserve money, so we are
combining the departments to
conserve money.”
Under the proposed plan, the
botany and zoology departments will
be combined to form the School of
Biological Sciences. Also included in
the plan are the programs:
environmental biology, medical
technology and health professions;
biological sciences with teacher
certification; and the master’s degree
programs in biological sciences and
education/biological sciences.
According to the School of
Biological Sciences Reorganization
Plan, the goal of the restructuring is to
seek the best way to integrate faculty
groups and prepare the next
generation of students.
Lida Wall, dean of the College of
Sciences, said operating funds will
significantly increase because of
savings in administrative expenses.
“Using the Fiscal Year 97 operating
budget as a baseline for the two units
and comparing that budget to the
budget which will be available when
the new unit begins in FY 99, there
will be a 78 percent increase in the
operating funds, which results from
the savings in administrative
expenses,” Wall stated in an e-mail.
Janice Coons, chair of the botany
department, and L.E. Crofutt,
associate professor emeritus of the
botany department, disagree with
Money a concern
of consolidation
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff writer
Vowing to fight for campaign finance
and ethics  reform and to  br ing his
constituents’ concerns to Springfield,
Rep. Dale Righter, R-Mattoon, officially
kicked off his campaign Tuesday for his
first full term in office.
Righter spoke to a crowd of more than
50 people at the City Council Chambers
in Mattoon.
Righter was appointed to fill the 106th
District seat left by former Rep. Mike
Weaver Sept. 26 after he accepted an
appointment from Gov. Jim Edgar.
Since that time, Righter said he has
already worked to fulfill the duties of his
office – a job he hopes to continue if
elected.
“In the 42 days we’ve been in office,
we’ve done a lot of traveling, a lot of
working and a lot of meeting people,”
Righter said.
Righter said he plans to go door to
door to meet with his constituents to
discuss their concerns and has already
been to all of the counties he represents.
However, he said his No. 1 priority will
be working with var ious educat ion
issues.
He also pointed to his co-sponsorship
on a bill dealing with campaign finance
and ethics reform, which he said would
increase disclosure of  campaign
contributions.
SCOTT BEAUDRY/Staff photographer
Eboni Jett, a student senate candidate, responds to a question asked by the panel Thursday night
in Thomas Hall lobby.
Illinois representative vows to ‘give back’ to citizens
By AMY THON
Student government editor
Most of the students running for a position
on the Student Senate Thursday said they
want communication between senate
members and students to increase.
Eleven of the 20 candidates attended a
panel discussion to inform the students of
their stands on various issues.
Natalie Terwelp, a senior environmental
biology major who is running for an on-
campus seat, said she was concerned students
are uninformed about issues on campus.
“My biggest concern is that students on
campus don’t  know what’s going on,”
Terwelp said.  “I’d l ike to see more
involvement between students and senators.”
Senate member Mike Hansen, who will
run for re-election, said he will strive to
represent the opinions of students.
“My number one goal for next semester
would be to communicate with the students,”
Hansen said. “I wouldn’t want to bring
something into the senate that the students
didn’t agree with.”
Eboni Jett, who will run for an on-campus
seat,  also stressed the importance of
communication.
“It is your responsibility as a senator to go
out and inform the students,” Jett said.
Jett said that as a transfer student, she
believes more information about Eastern
needs to be available to new students.
Senate member Keith Cosentino, who will
seek re-election, said it is important for
senate members to “get out of their comfort
zone” and get to know students on campus. 
Elections will  be held Tuesday and
Wednesday for the 14 seats available on the
Student Senate.
The forum was held in the Thomas Hall
lobby and was a question-and-answer format.
A panel consisting of Student Body President
Kim Harris, Speaker of the Senate Erin Weed
and Brian Anderson, chair of tuition and fee
review committee, asked the candidates
questions.
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Team work and flexibility paid off
for one Eastern director Thursday as
he was named Boss of the Year 1997.
Thomas Hawkins, director of off-
campus and contract credit program in
the School of Continuing and Adult
Education, was awarded the title in
front of a crowd of about 230 people
during the annual Boss of the Year
Appreciation Banquet.
“It came as a real surprise,”
Hawkins said. “I think there have
been a lot of changes in this office in
the last two years that have been
stressful. In the midst of those
changes and transitions, the office
staff was very flexible, and the award
reflects the way we were able to work
together as a team.”
Hawkins gives his staff most of the
credit for his award, stating that he
tries to be a good listener and be
supportive of his staff and their work,
but his “team” gets the work done.
Hawkins has worked for Eastern
since October of 1995.
Jonnie Hudspath, chair of the event,
said nominees were judged based on
their support, understanding and equal
treatment of employees, among other
qualities.
All students and faculty had the
Hawkins receives 1997
Boss of the Year award
More communication a priority
of Student Senate candidates
See BOSS page 2A
See PLAN page 2A
It can be rightfully said I have been given a lot, and because of that I
intend to give back all that I can.”
– Dale Righter,
Illinois representative
“
See CANDIDATE page 2A
Chairs, dean dispute benefits
of combining zoology, botany 
■  Twenty students to run for 14 seats
on Student Senate
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compare our great
low prices to theirs 3 W. Lincoln 345-4743
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping
$699 $1099$100
Crazy
Bread
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping plus Crazy
bread & 2 liter Coke
8 warm sticks of freshly
baked bread w/ garlic &
topped w/ parmesan
cheese.
get it delivered
same low price
get it delivered
same low price
Sauce
79¢
Expires 10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery
may apply.
Expires 10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery
may apply.
Expires 10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery
may apply.
Sweet & Sour Chicken
w/ chicken fried rice
$400
or
Chicken Fried Rice
& 2 egg rolls
$400
Open Monday 4-8 pm
Exp. 11/11/97
No. 1
Best Chinese
food in town
Delivery 348-5941 
Hong Kong House
Self Breast Exam Education Campaign
Nov 17-21
Make private appointment to learn the proper way to
do self examination
Call 581•3013
Call Papa When you’re
caught up in the cold
1 Large 1Item
Pizza
$699
or 2 for
$1299
Additional toppings $110 
Not valid w/ any other offer
348-8282
345-7849
(s t i x)
1412 4th Street
Charleston
Friday Lunch Special
Turkey Burger.....................................$3.25
French Club Sandwich.........................$3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available!
Dinner Special
Ribs full rack.....$12.50      half rack.....$6.95
Drink Specials
16 oz. drinks.........$1.75
Bar Mixers..........$2.50
Try Our New “Real” Hickory Smoked BBQ!
Spring Break Package
Panama City ~ $299
Includes ~ Bus & Room
Sign up by November 15th
to ensure price ~ $50 holds a seat.
510 6th St. Charleston IL
(217) 348-6739
Call for a ski vacation
Kim Ashby ~ travel consultant
on the amount of money the con-
solidation will save.
“We were told verbally that
there would be minimal or no
dollar savings as far as our budget
goes,” Coons said. “Obviously,
the savings factor was not their
reason (for consolidation.)”
Wall said she proposed the plan
because “several concerns were
apparent within the life sciences.”
“Most botany and zoology
departments reorganized into
biology departments decades ago
to take advantage of the integrat-
ed nature of the discipline,” Wall
stated.
Both departments are con-
cerned about the stability of both
current and future students and
their accessibility to up-to-date
technology.
“I believe the students will be
benefiting most from this reorga-
nization,” Kruse said. “Students
should be first in thought. That’s
why we’re here. That’s what we
do.”
Wall agreed updated instruc-
tional technology equipment is a
necessity.
“There is need for instructional
equipment and technology to pro-
vide updating of general labs for
majors and non-majors,” Wall
stated.
“Thus the restructured unit will
have additional capabilities and
will permit current and future stu-
dents learn new analysis tech-
niques as the enhanced resources
permit acquisition of equipment
for classes and laboratories.”
Kruse said students may not
receive a technologically sound
education if the departments do
not receive more funding.
“We are not providing students
with a 90s style education
because the bio-tech labs are
severely underfunded,” Kruse
said. “By conserving money, we
can prepare students with modern
instruments necessary in a biolo-
gy lab.”
“During the past two years, we
have made money by ourselves,
but from approximately 1990 to
1995, neither the botany or zoolo-
gy department have received any
money from Eastern in the form
of equipment funds,” Kruse said.
“Equipment funds have been the
lowest priority at Eastern Illinois
University for some unknown
reason.”
Wall said the proposal will
benefit both present and future
faculty members.
“(Restructuring) will provide
opportunities for additional travel
funds so that faculty can attend
conferences and workshops to
remain current with discipline
changes,” Wall said. 
“With availability of resources,
faculty may take advantage of
new teaching/lab technology and
develop new teaching strategies
which are effective for teaching
biological sciences.”
Crofutt said the proposed
change will hamper recruitment.
“This plan could be disas-
trous,” Crofutt said. “Many facul-
ty came here due to the
widespread reputation of our
botany department. This proposal
won’t help retain or recruit first
class faculty.”
Coons agreed. 
“We, as a department, do not
think we will be able to recruit
quality faculty when we are
uncertain of the program’s
future,” Coons said. “This cer-
tainly will play a role as far as
class offerings go.”
If the plan is instituted, the
administrative structure of the
departments will change.
“An open search is being con-
ducted for the chair of the new
School of Biological Sciences.
Any faculty or chair can apply for
the position. 
“If neither of the current chairs
is an applicant for the position,
they will return to the faculty
ranks,” Wall stated.
Reaction to the plan varies
among members of both depart-
ments.
“I think this proposal is a very
serious mistake,” Crofutt said. “I
think this is a pretense of bad
things to come. I seriously think
the university community should
reconsider whether or not this is
the correct road to take.”
Coons said many faculty mem-
bers are concerned with the future
of the botany department.
The final plan is scheduled to
be presented to the vice president
for academic affairs in June 1998.
If the plan is adopted, a new chair
of the school is scheduled to be
hired in July 1998.
PLAN from page 1A
opportunity to nominate their
boss for this award by filling
out questionnaires. 
A committee then chose one
person to   honor  wi th  the
award.
Previous winners of the Boss
of  the  Year  Award include
Terry Weidner, vice president
for academic affairs, and James
Johnson, dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities. 
BOSS from page 1A
Righter said he was born, raised and educated in
the Mattoon area, including attending Eastern. He
also said he has been given many opportunities
throughout his life and career.
“It can be rightfully said I have been given a lot
and because of that I intend to give back all that I
can,” Righter said.
The election for Righter’s office will take place in
November of 1998. Primary elections will be held in
April of 1998.
CANDIDATE from page 1A
TORONTO (AP) – A farmer
who killed his severely disabled
daughter with a lethal dose of car-
bon monoxide was convicted of
second-degree murder Wednes-
day, capping a case that triggered
an intense, nationwide debate
over mercy killing.
The judge said Robert Latimer
faces a mandatory life prison sen-
tence, without a chance for parole
for 10 years. The jury, signaling
its torn emotions, nonetheless rec-
ommended parole after one year.
As the foreman read the verdict
in a Saskatchewan courthouse,
Latimer’s wife, Laura, jumped
from her seat and screamed, “No,
no, no,” before breaking into
tears. Latimer rushed from the
prisoner’s box to tell her, “It’s all
right.” It was the second time in
three years a jury has heard the
case.
Latimer was convicted of sec-
ond-degree murder in 1994 and
sentenced to life in prison.
Farmer convicted of mercy killing
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This weekend at...
EIU’s 4 o’clock Club $3.50 pitchers
Friday Night is Rave Night
Dr. Mc Gillicuddy’s Vanilla Schnapps
$1.50
“Call the Doctor” & win FREE shirts
3 for $1 BBQ’s
Saturday
Cleveland Steamer
$1.50 Bottles
“playing original & alternative covers”
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Delta Sigma Phi would like to
thank our sponsors of the
DeSIGnated Driver Program
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638 W. Lincoln
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Super
K
JOHN BATES/Staff photographerWeb-ster
Brent Gage, director of the Office of Orientation, addresses a crowd of
about 40 people Thursday in Lumpkin Hall on how to use the World
Wide Web.
By SARAH REYNOLDS
Staff writer
Fourteen seats on the Student
Senate are up for election this
fall, including six at-large, five
on-campus and three off-cam-
pus positions. 
The senate members whose
seats are up for election include
Erin Weed,  Paul  Hevesy,
Brandon Cronk,  Joseph
Kienzler, Noel Koller, Mark
Ahern, Keith Cosentino, Doug
Stepansky, Brian Nolen, Patrick
Kennell, Mike Hansen, Jason
Schmidtgall, Andrew Crabtree
and Monica Wellenkamp.
Senate members who are
seeking re-election are Hansen,
Cosentino, Ahern, Stepansky,
Koeller,  Wellenkamp and
Kennell.
New candidates for on-cam-
pus seats are Natalie Terwelp,
Zachary Blair, Amy Wessling,
T.J.  Pelley, Herman Rogers,
David Martin, Eboni Jett, Laura
Wolff and Michele Gillette. 
Off-campus candidates are
Jolyn Daugherty,  Gary
Ballinger and Ashley Hudson.
The one at-large candidate is
William Gruen. 
Each candidate must have at
least  a  2.25 GPA  and be
enrolled for a minimum of 12
semester hours or nine graduate
hours to run for  the senate.
Candidates for on-campus seats
must live in a residence hall,
University Apartments or Greek
Court.
Off-campus candidates must
l ive off  campus.  At-large is
open to anyone who meets the
requirements.
The Student  Government
elections will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Students will be able to vote
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
Universi ty Union walkway,
Coleman Hall, the Carman Hall
lobby, the Student Recreation
Center in Lantz Building and
Old Main Tuesday and
Wednesday.
On Wednesday students can
vote in the Stevenson, Thomas
and Taylor hall lobbies  and in
the Gregg Triad Dining
Senate positions still available
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
The selection of an assistant vice president for busi-
ness affairs now lies in the hands of Morgan Olsen,
vice president for  business affairs.
On-campus interviews concluded Wednesday for
four finalists, who were chosen from about 80 appli-
cants.
“We interviewed four very qualified candidates,”
said Bob Wayland, chair of the search committee. “It
will be a very difficult decision for Vice President
Olsen to make.”
Wayland said Olsen, is currently waiting to receive
more input from people who attended the open inter-
views before a decision is announced. He said a deci-
sion is expected by the end of the month.
Each finalist underwent six interviews by various
groups including Olsen,  a screening committee, the
business affairs counsel, the university counsel, the
Office of Civil Rights and an all-campus open inter-
view session.
“The element that we focused on most in the inter-
views was what each individual could bring to the
job,” Wayland said.
The four finalists are Jeffrey Cooley, Eastern’s direc-
tor of internal auditing; David Wesse, who currently
works at Higher Education Technology and
Operations; James Plummer, director of university
budgets at East Carolina University; and John
McDonald, director of university services at California
State University at Chico.
The more than $70,000-a-year position of assistant
vice president for business affairs will be responsible
for Eastern’s risk management program, collective
marketing, business affairs planning and budgeting
process and assist in managing budgets.
The position opening was announced June 26 and
the search committee began reviewing applications
July 23. 
Olsen to choose final candidate
By COURTNEY M. STONE
Staff writer
In search of interested and
qualified students, Eastern’s
Honors Programs will host its
annual Honors Day for prospec-
tive freshmen and their parents.
The free orientation day has
been held annually for the past
six years.
Pamela Atteberry, assistant
director of the honors programs,
said the day is meant to “show-
case the honors programs, the
campus and the faculty.”  
Atteberry said she hopes to
see between 80 and 100 guests,
including parents, come to the
event.
The honors programs are open
to incoming freshmen with ACT
scores of 26 or higher or SAT
scores of 1100 or higher and are
in the top 10 percent of their
graduating class.
“Students who achieve at least
a 3.5 grade point average their
first semester are also eligible for
the programs,” Atteberry said.
Honors students are required
to have a minimum of 25 hours
in honors courses, which substi-
tute for general education cours-
es.
Registration begins at 9:30
a.m. Nov. 8 in room 122 of
Lumpkin Hall followed by wel-
coming remarks from Eastern
President David Jorns. 
Charles Evans, assistant vice
president for academic affairs;
Herbert Lasky, director of the
honors programs, and Jason
Anselment, 1996-1997 student
body president and honors stu-
dent, will address the benefits
and personal growth the pro-
grams bring to students.
During the afternoon, students
and parents will break into sepa-
rate sessions to learn more about
the programs from academic
advisers and faculty.  
Students will have the oppor-
tunity to have questions answered
by a panel of current honors stu-
dents. Residence hall and campus
tours also are available.
Eastern to welcome
potential honor students
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
Seven Eastern students and a
Collinsville resident were cited
for underage alcohol violations
over the weekend.
Ted’s  Enter ta inment  and
Sports Bar, which is located at
102 N. Sixth St., netted three
ci ta t ions at  11:18 p.m.
Saturday. Jessica  M.
Cartledge, 18, of 321 Carman
Hall, was cited for minor fre-
quenting a licensed premises,
police reports stated.
Kel ly  S.  Carey,  20,  of
Coll insvi l le ,  was ci ted for
minor frequenting a licensed
premises, purchase/acceptance
of alcohol by a minor, obstruct-
ing a police officer and fraudu-
lent use of ID, police reports
stated.
David T. Hewing, 20, of 329
Thomas Hal l ,  was ci ted for
minor frequenting a licensed
premises and purchase/accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor,
police reports stated.
Other citations include:
■ Brian Leonard Smith, 20, of
1207 Monroe Ave., was cited at
1:20 a.m. Saturday at his resi-
dence for purchase/acceptance
of alcohol by a minor, police
reports stated.
■ Patrick T. Fardy, 18, of 309
Thomas Hal l ,  was ci ted at
12:30 a.m. Sunday in the 400
block of Madison Avenue for
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and possession of
false ID, police reports stated.
■ Jonathan L. Taulbee, 18, of
309 Taylor Hall, was cited at
11:44 p.m. Oct. 31 on the 1400
block of Fourth Street for pur-
chase/acceptance of alcohol by
a minor and public possession
of alcohol, police reports stat-
ed.
■  Cortney A. Heintz, 20, of
1060 Second St., was cited at
1:10 a.m. Saturday on the 300
block of Lincoln Avenue for
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and public posses-
s ion of  a lcohol  by a  minor,
police reports stated.
Student alcohol citations flow freely
14 seats on
Student Senate
open for election
The element that we focused on most in
the interviews was what each individual
could bring to the job.”
– Bob Wayland,
chair of the search committee
“
The Residence Hall
Association will send represen-
tat ives to the Great  Lakes
Affi l iat ion of  Colleges and
Universities Residence Halls,
which is being held this week-
end at  Central  Michigan
Universi ty in Mt.  Pleasant ,
Mich.
GLACUR is a three-day con-
ference held once a year to help
the residence halls come up
with programming ideas.
“We are basically there to tell
what’s going on at Eastern and
to find out what’s going on at
other universities,” RHA mem-
ber Kathy Roberg said.
Along with gathering pro-
gramming ides, there is also an
awards banquet for program of
the year and student of the year.
RHA also had a presentation
by the Student Voice Party at
last night’s meeting.
Six party members were
there including Keith
Cosentino,  Bil l  Gruen,  Pat
Kennell ,  Mark Ahern, Joyln
Daugherty and Natalie Terwelp.
RHA to attend conference
On-campus interviews for
assistant vice president for
business affairs concluded
The Daily Eastern News
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“The direction in which education startsa man will determine his future life.
– Plato
Greek philosopher (c.428-c.348 B.C.)
today’s quote
A few tips to avoid culture shock overseas
In following up on last week’s workshopsexploring Eastern’s general education cur-
riculum, the Council on Academic Affairs
must brace itself to do something about the
problems identified.
Five years after the advent of the integrated
core, faculty members concluded that the core
courses as a whole have lost their original pur-
pose and mission. At a university whose day-
to-day operation is sup-
posedly based on so
many mission state-
ments, lofty goals and
academic philosophies, this is a big deal.
What good are students’ general-education
backgrounds if they are not what was intend-
ed? Few things will upset students more than
to find out they have trudged through an ardu-
ous course, scraped by with a C and learned
that they didn’t really need it in the first place.
The workshop defined a number of prob-
lems that have arisen repeatedly with the core
courses, including the scarcity of seats in indi-
vidual classes and the writing ability of some
students.
The university would tend to shy away from
allowing too many more students into the
classes. The alternative, adding more sections
for popular core courses, may cost more
money – or perhaps prevent faculty members
from teaching some of the more specialized
courses with small classroom sizes.
Good writing seems inherent in the original
goals of the integrated core, which include lit-
eracy and reasoning ability. If writing skills
are a growing problem, the university could
consider evaluating students’ writing beyond
beginning English courses and the writing
competency exam and go further than assuring
that core courses include writing assignments.
The workshop helped point out the problems
in the integrated core curriculum – the first
step toward solving an education program
skewed from its original intentions. The CAA
in its discussion on the matter at next week’s
meeting must take advantage of the informa-
tion presented in order to take the situation
beyond a stage of complaining or finger point-
ing, moving toward solving the problem of an
off-track integrated core.
Editorial
To the editor:
The leaders of the Coming Out Day
asked all of those on campus who sup-
ported homosexuality to wear jeans on
Oct. 9. I do not support homosexuali-
ty, and I did not wear jeans – simple as
that. However, I believe the entire
campus was fed a lie. What the pro-
moters should have said was “If you
do not wear jeans to support homosex-
uality on Oct. 9, you will be automati-
cally labeled as a “bigoted, intolerant,
close-minded homophobe.” Please tell
us the truth next time.
It is very interesting to see that
those who shout “Do not label me!”
are labeling the very same people this
phrase is directed to by using such
words as “intolerant,” “anti-gay,”
“homophobe” and so forth. All you
know about me is that I did not wear
jeans, but I was immediately labeled
as an intolerant homophobe who is
against diversity. Or did I read the let-
ters wrongly?
While I will apologize if I said any-
thing that offended anyone on Oct. 9,
the First Amendment protects homo-
sexuals’ rights to have a coming-out
day also protects people who say
offensive things. I believe that every-
one does have a right to be treated
with respect and dignity, but I also
realize the world isn’t always fair.
If you want to really win the minds
of others, whining and crying about
the lack of support and calling people
names will never work. Everyone who
I have talked to who did not wear
jeans on Oct. 9 has been even more
angered and distanced from your
cause because of this. It is difficult to
stand up for what you believe in the
face of adversity, but you cannot repay
offending words with offending
words.
Douglas L. Coad
political science major
cudlc@pen.eiu.edu
your turnSame people who hatelabels have labeled all
who didn’t wear jeans
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
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General education
workshop should be
precursor to action
By BETHANY BARRELL
Several students from Easternare currently studying at the
University of Glamorgan in
Treforest, Wales. There are many
different reasons we decided to
travel overseas, despite the myth
of backpacking around the
United Kingdom and Europe! I decided I wanted to learn
about other cultures, get a different country’s perspective
on the United States, and add an impressive educational
experience to my resume. International study has advan-
tages and disadvantages, and we are dealing with both
every day.
The students here besides myself are Vince Cook,
Andy Cougill, Sue Craven, Angela Lathem, Melissa
Martin, Mike McGrory and Renny Seiwert. Even though
many of us did not know the others before this trip, we
can now often be seen in groups of three or more seeing
the sights or just spending time in the student union. We
all have been to Cardiff, the capital of Wales, and have
taken longer trips in smaller groups. Parts of England and
Ireland have been visited, and trips are in the works for
Scotland and Belgium. A few are only staying for one
semester and are trying to balance schoolwork and travel,
but the others who will be overseas for the year are look-
ing forward to the winter and spring vacations for some
extended sightseeing.
Not everything has been enjoyable, I must admit. After
waiting until we arrived on campus to sign up for classes,
we did not receive our individual class schedules until a
week into the semester. We went to the lectures and semi-
nars we thought we had and explained our dilemma to the
professors.  Everybody was really understanding, and we
have all noticed how helpful and generous the British
people are to us. Even though culture shock is inevitable,
friendly inhabitants make for an easier transition between
countries.
The group here has noticed several things that must be
done prior to departure in order to make for a successful
journey.
1. PLAN AHEAD – It is easiest
to plan for overseas study at least
one semester in advance. The
essentials must be worked out
ahead of time. Contact the
International Affairs office in
Old Main for details. Also, ask
questions about getting reduced
student rates for travel, any insurance information you
need and the details of the school. Make sure you get a
school catalog!
2. WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN! – From the time you
start preparing until the time you leave to come back
home, write things down. Before, it is helpful for any-
thing you need to get done, and while you are there, what
you see when you travel. Make sure you know what
buildings you are taking pictures of! It will be fun to look
at in the future and impressive to those who were not
there.
3. RESEARCH – Spend time reading about the area you
will be visiting. Learn a little about everything – foreign
languages spoken, landmarks, historical events and so
forth. It will make things more interesting if you know
where you are going.
4. PACK LIGHTLY! – I packed way too much, and I
thought I did not have anything. Take into account that
you can probably buy some things there. Pack travel
sized items to save space and weight for things you abso-
lutely need.  Trust me, it is no fun to drag around luggage
that is too big and heavy for you to pick up.
Who knows what will be in store for us in the upcom-
ing weeks? Loads of pictures have been taken, we are
spending money like we have it, but most of all, we are
all enjoying our chance of a lifetime. We all highly rec-
ommend studying abroad, and if you decide to partic-
ipate, good luck and send me a postcard!
– Bethany Barrell is a junior English major at Eastern
and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. She is
studying abroad in England this semester.
“Even though culture shock is
inevitable, friendly inhabitants
make for an easier transition
between countries.”
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Johnson said. “Eastern is so big
and physical that it concerns me.
They execute pretty well and
they’re going to be a difficult
opponent for us.”
The game will feature four of
the top tailbacks in the confer-
ence.
Junior Panther Justin Lynch
leads the OVC in rushing with
94.5 yards per game. He has 851
total yards on 148 carries with
nine touchdowns. He is tied at
second in the conference for
touchdowns.
Murray State’s senior An-
thony Downs is a close second
behind Lynch in the OVC with
92.9 yards on the ground per
contest.
Sophomore Panther Jabarey
McDavid holds the No. 4 spot
with 81 yards and junior Racer
Wilbert Smith is ninth in the
OVC as he contributes 66.4
yards per game.
Spoo said the main differ-
ences between Lynch and Downs
is their style of play on the field.
“Maybe Justin gives up a little
bit of speed to Downs, but Justin
has great (ability to fake out
opponents),” he said. 
“Justin also is a pass catching
threat,  while Downs may be
more of a slasher.”
Even though senior Panther
quarterback Mike Simpson is
second in the OVC in pass effi-
ciency rating, along with his
70.5 percent completion percent-
age, Spoo said the focus is once
again going to be on the run
game.
“We sure would like to run the
ball and stay away from second
and third and long situations,
because then they’ve got you,”
Spoo said.
Either way, Johnson said he
hopes the Racers can stop the
potent Panther offense from
pushing their way past the
Racers.
“I think we’ll have a good
plan,” he said. “Offensively,
Eastern is pretty good and they
do a pretty good job.”
Heading up the offense of
Murray State is sophomore quar-
terback Dan Loyd. 
He has completed 47.6 per-
cent of his passes and thrown 12
touchdowns and seven intercep-
tions.
“He’s certainly improving in
the new system,” Spoo said.
“He’s improving and he can hurt
you.”
While the Panthers lead the
OVC in total offense with 405
yards per game, Murray State’s
defense leads the conference, as
they are holding opponents to
240 yards per game.
“Their defense is pretty good,
but our (defense) is pretty good,”
Spoo said. “Something has got to
give and I hope their defense
gives.”
While penalties have plagued
Eastern all year, especially in
last week’s 21-14 win over
Indiana State, Spoo said he
hopes the problem will be solved
against Murray State.
“I thought we had a good team
meeting Monday and we tried to
bring everything into perspec-
tive,” he said.
“One thing we tried to stress
is that penalties are hurting us.
The personal fouls, that’s a mat-
ter of discipline.
“Penalties are hurting us, and
badly,” Spoo said.
TC
Eastern   vs.    
Illinois
Site: Roy Stewart Stadium
Murray, Ky.                           
Time: 1 p.m.
Radio: WACF-FM 98.5 
Records: Eastern Illinois 8-1
Murray State 5-4
EIU Shorts:  
■ The Panthers are on an eight-
game winning streak.
■ The EIU offense leads the con-
ference with 405 yards per game.
■  Eastern is currently an unde-
feated 5-0 in conference action.
Murray State shorts:
■ The Racers have dropped their
last two conference games after
winning 19 OVC games in a row.
■ Murray State’s defense is No. 1
in the conference.
■  Senior Racer running back
Anthony Downs is second in the
OVC with 92.9 yards each game.
Murray 
State
FOOTBALL from page 8A
think they’re going to be
tough.”
Eastern has also had its share
of scoring problems this season,
being out scored in non-confer-
ence play 20-12.
“The balls have been getting
in the back of the net more for
us,” McClements said.
Though the Panthers also lost
to Southwest  Missouri  and
Creighton, they allowed only
five goals in both games and
scored one goal in each.
The Commodores are cur-
rently in seventh place in the
MVC with a record of 0-2-3
and are 6-7-3 overall.
As a team, the Commodores
have allowed 39 goals this sea-
son. Vanderbilt has scored 30
goals in 16 games.
McClements said he is not
sure how to categorize the
Commodores.
“All  I  can do is  compare
them to teams we’ve played
already,” McClements said.
“They beat Southwest Missouri
and Southwest Missouri is a
good team.”
SOCCER
from page 8A
vertiseAd
in The Daily Eastern News
JERRY’S PUB
POOL   •   FOOSBALL   •   DARTS
$1.75 16oz
Widemouth
MGD, Miller Lite
$2.25 Strawberry
Daquiri
$1.50 Corona
$3.25 Pitchers
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
$2.00 for Bud
Glass
$1.00 Refills -
Keep The Glass!
$1.50 Bottles of
Bud, Bud Light,
MGD, MGD Lite,
& Miller Lite
THURSDAY
FRIDAY,
SATURDAY &
SUNDAY
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By DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor
The men’s club rugby team will
cap off its season at 1 p.m.
Saturday on the Fourth Street
Field with the annual alumni
game.
Last year, the alumni won the
match-up by five points.
“This year we’re going to win,”
said club president Brian Boker.
The team is expecting 45 alum-
ni, the same number as last year,
to play against them in the game.
The majority of the returning
players are now on men’s club
teams all over the nation and
come from as far away as Florida
and Wyoming.
The alumni do not hold any
practices before the game. Boker
said the returning players will run
universal plays that all the ruggers
will know.
“They just go out there and run
right at us,” he said.
The men’s team is looking to
end its season with a win against
the alumni to recover from a loss
to the University of Illinois-
Chicago at the Midwest Champ-
ionship on Oct. 25.
The club team finished its sea-
son with a 9-1 record.
“We’re a better team than last
year, I think,” Boker said. “It
would be really nice to win this.
Last year we won the champi-
onship and (the alumni) beat us.
They kind of poked fun at us. 
“It would be nice to throw it
back in their faces,” he said.
At the game, Boker said he will
look to senior wing forward Joe
Blazer and junior inside center
Jamie Vedito to keep up their
strong play.
The cold, rainy weather sched-
uled for the weekend may help
the men’s club team more than it
will hurt them, Boker said.
“The weather won’t have much
of an effect. We’ve actually
played better in the cold, wet
games we had,” he said. “I think
it will work to our advantage if
anything.
“Also the club really appreci-
ates all the fan support we
received throughout the year –
everybody coming out no matter
what the weather,” Boker said.
Men’s club rugby team looks to beat
alumni at annual match-up Saturday
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
After last weekend’s loss to Evansville,
the men’s and women’s swim teams dive
back into action this weekend as they host
St. Louis at 5 p.m. Friday. 
“We just got overpowered last week,”
swimming head coach Ray Padovan said.
“This meet should be a little bit more
even. In the meet last weekend, Evansville
won the first couple of events and just over-
powered us, this meet should be close all the
way,” he said.
Weddings will make two key Panthers
miss the meet this weekend. Padovan’s son
is getting married and senior Doug Habben’s
sister is getting married, so he will be miss-
ing in action on Friday.
Padovan said with the absence of Habben,
other swimmers will have to step up in the
contest.
Because of the absence of Padovan, assis-
tant coach Donna Ruf will take over as
coach.
The Panthers have seen St. Louis swim
one other time this year when they competed
in the Northern Iowa Invitational with
Eastern. The Panthers took third in the invi-
tational while the Billikens took fourth.
“They are deeper in diving than we are,”
Padovan said. “Prior to this week, we did
not have a male diver. Both teams are thin in
depth and what it will come down to is who
wins the head to head close events. Neither
team is overpowering.”
Padovan said he has not done anything
different to get the team prepared for the
meet.
“We’ve just had normal practices this
week,” he said. “We will take it a little easier
(Thursday) to give some of our swimmers
recovery time because this will really be a
close meet, especially on the men’s side.”
Padovan said his main goal was to win the
meet. To do that he said both teams will
have to have good times.
“We have to swim fairly well,” he said.
“The women are pretty much even with
them in balance and depth, but if they do
what they’re supposed to do we shouldn’t
have a problem winning.”
Men’s, women’s swim teams to host Billikens today
Week this season: Aussin, Strother and sophomore
goalie Jessica Graczyk. Strother received Offensive
Player of the Week honors last week, marking her
second in two months. 
“I just hope that all the game day jitters are gone
and the team is loose and ready to play come Friday
night. The only battle I see us dealing with is com-
posing ourselves,” Ballard said.
If the Lady Panthers win their Friday night semifi-
nal match, they will qualify for the finals Saturday.
On the other side of the conference bracket, 8-6
Creighton will face 4-13 Illinois State.
The winner of that match will go up against the
leaders of the MVC, the Evansville Lady Aces who
are undefeated in the conference 5-0.
“The teams we will face are tough, but so are we.
It is up to us to be tougher on these given days,”
Ballard said.
The Lady Panthers lost to Evansville on Oct. 15
(3-1), but are very confident that another meeting
with the Aces will not end up the same way.
The Lady Panthers have won five straight games
and eight of their past nine contests.
Eastern owns the league record for consecutive
wins, having won nine straight, to start the 1996 sea-
son. Evansville has the league’s best win streak in
the 1997 season with six in a row.
“We’ve been waiting the entire season for this
tournament. We did not want to think about it or
become too prepared for it. Now that it is here, we
definitely do not want to squander our chance,”
Ballard said.
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By JASON COLET
Staff writer
Eastern women’s volleyball
team will enter its second to last
weekend of matches as they host
Murray State and Tennessee-
Martin.
At 7 p.m. the Lady Panthers (15-
13 overall) take on Murray State,
which is tied for first place, before
facing the Skyhawks of Tennessee-
Martin at 4 p.m. Saturday.
Eastern is coming off a three-
game loss to Southeast Missouri
and an 0-2 record for the month of
November.
The Lady Panthers are 7-7 in the
OVC, with four matches remaining
in the regular season. Senior mid-
dle hitter Lorri Sommer continues
to lead the team in offense with
372 total kills. Her 3.7 kills per
game is fifth in the OVC, while her
.295 hitting percentage holds the
fourth place spot in the OVC.
In the match against Southeast
Missouri State, Sommer made
school history as she collected kill
number 1,270, giving her the
record for most kills in a career.
Senior outside hitter Lindsey
Celba is second in kills with 269
and continues to lead Eastern in
digs with 365, averaging 3.8 digs
per game. Celba recorded a dou-
ble-double in the Lady Panther’s
last match, grabbing 10 kills and
14 digs, along with the team’s two
service aces. Her defensive efforts
have helped to lead Eastern to the
second best digging team in the
nation. They are ranked second in
Division I with 21.53 digs per
game.
Seniors Monica Shrader and
Kara Harper have stayed consistent
in their respective roles of blocker
and setter. 
Shrader has 85 block assists and
29 solo blocks on the year. She
averages 1.1 blocks per game and
has more solo blocks than anyone
in the conference. Harper recorded
her 5,000 assist in her last match
and became the only Lady Panther
in school history to record over
5,000 assists and 1,000 digs.
Harper’s 45 service aces lead the
team and puts her at second in the
conference. She is eight aces
behind conference leader Rachel
Melchiorre of Tennessee Tech.
Eastern challenged both Murray
State and Tennessee-Martin earlier
in the year, defeating Tennessee-
Martin 3-0 and losing to Murray
State in five games. 
Murray State is in a tie with
Southeast Missouri for first place
in the OVC. Both teams have a 12-
3 conference record with Murray
State’s overall record being 18-8.
The Lady Racers, led by a group
of young players, came off a 2-1
week of play. They lost a tight
match to Tennessee Tech, 3-2,
before defeating Tennessee Martin
and Middle Tennessee in three
games.
Volleyball set for two
weekend match-ups
Delta Zeta
Proudly announces their new members for 1997!
Anitra Alkema
Melissa Angelo
Caryn Baum
Jamie Bernardi
Erin Berry
Brooke Bostwick
Kelly Buckley
Amy Cheatum
Brenda Chrusciel
Emily Coffey
Melissa Condon
Kimberly Cook
Allison Crase
Kate DiGregorio
Michelle Eichhorn
Beth Elsner
Erica Epperson
Tara Epperson
Kelley Eyre
Tricia Fast
Sara Figiel
Michelle Flaherty
Katie Gage
AnneMarie Gahan
Carole Griggs
Carrie Hollenkamp
Mandy Jennings
Sarah Jordan
Sarah Kokes
Hedi Kollonger
Kristy Kotchou
Jami Langlois
Michelle Leefers
Lindsay Lemaster
Terra Martin
Shannon Mazura
Kristie Mueller
Tara Mulchay
Jen Nechleba
Nealy Neef
Megan Parr
Stephanie Raabe
Amy Rahar
Jen Scheuneman
Tina Schmudde
Nicole Sewell
Kim Sinclair
Sarah Skala
Jamie Skraba
Pamela Smeltzer
Nicole Smith
Jennifer Stefan
Michelle Suriano
Karen Vanderstein
Mandy Vorwick
Kelly Walsh
Heather White
Kristen Winterhalter
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Football team hopes to race by Murray State
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
While this weekend’s game
holds l i t t le importance for
Murray State (5-4) as they are
all but out of the playoff picture,
it’s a whole different story for
the Panthers (8-1).
“This game is very critical,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
said.  “If  we were to lose to
Murray State, then we go into
that Eastern Kentucky game
having to beat them, but if you
don’t, then you’re 8-3 and out of
(the playoffs). 
“If you’re thinking of a sec-
ond place team (making the
playoffs with an at-large bid),
then you better be 9-2 and not 8-
3,” Spoo said. 
“On that basis, I think this
game is awfully critical.”
The Panthers are 5-0 in Ohio
Valley Conference play and in
first place, while Eastern Ken-
tucky, the Panther’s Nov. 22 op-
ponent, is also undefeated at 4-
0.
Murray State is  in a third
place tie with Tennessee Tech
with its 3-2 conference record.
Racer head coach Denver
Johnson said since the chances
of a postseason bid for his team
are extremely slim, this confer-
ence game does not hold the sig-
nificance that it would if the
team was still in contention for
the OVC Championship or a
playoff spot. 
Despite that ,  he is  st i l l
expecting a strong effort from
the Racers.
“I hope it’s a good game,”SCOTT BEAUDRY/Staff photographer
Sophomore tailback Jabarey McDavid runs through the Indiana State defense on Oct. 1. The Panthers beat
the Sycamores at Terre Haute 21-14. McDavid rushed for 69 yards in the contest and holds the No. 4 spot
in the OVC with 81 yards rushing.
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
The men’s basketball team will open up its season at
2 p.m. Sunday in an exhibition game against the NBC
Thunder. 
“We’re going into this game to see where we are at,”
Panther head coach Rick Samuels said. “It’s kind of
difficult to practice against ourselves because we know
what are tendencies are.”
NBC Thunder is a men’s Division I college exhibi-
tion team which features NBC coaches and former
NBC camp athletes.
“NBC Thunder is a very good team,” Samuels said.
“They have kids that are playing are out of college and
some have played professionally. They played over-
seas, but they still played beyond the college level.”
The team will be led onto the court by Kyei Kofi
Adomako from Ghana. He has played on the Ghana
National Team and the Globetrotters International
Tour. Adomako has also had some experience playing
professionally in America. He played for the Golden
State Warriors in 1991 and the Detroit Pistons in 1993
and 1995. 
In his international tournaments, Adomako averaged
15 points per game and 20 rebounds each contest.
Another player from the NBC Thunder to make it
on the professional level is David Wilson, a graduate
of George Fox College in Oregon. After he played at
George Fox, Wilson went on to play professionally in
Germany. 
While in college, Wilson was named to the First
Team NAIA All-American Team and he led the nation
in shot blocking. He averaged 22.3 points per game
and 10 rebounds a game at George Fox.
Another Thunder player, Tyrone McDaniel, from
Lenoir-Rhyme led the nation in steals in 1993 with
116. McDaniel beat out ex-California star and current
Phoenix Suns point guard Jason Kidd for this honor.
Kidd had 110 steals in 1993. 
Samuels said he is going to try to give everybody a
chance to stop the Thunder, but some of the Panthers
are hurt.
“I hope to give everybody at least a look,” he said.
“(Rick) Kaye and (Eric) Frankford are hurt and will
not play. (Mike) Shaver and (Scott) Newman are
recovering form injuries so their playing time will be
limited.”
“We’re going to use this game to prepare for the
season,” he said. “We’re not going to say we’re going
to press this team or zone this team. We’re going to
look at what will benefit us when the season starts.
“In the context of this game I hope to find a game
plan,” he said. “I also want good chemistry and hope to
see what will and will not work during the season.”
Thunder rolls in to play men’s team
See FOOTBALL page 6A
By BOB MOSCHEL
Staff writer
Eastern’s Lady Panthers get set
to enter the second round of the
Missouri Valley Conference
against this year’s hosts, the 11-
6-2 and No. 3 seeded Southwest
Missouri State Lady Bears who
beat out 1-18 and No. 6 seed
Valparaiso Crusaders 3-0 Thurs-
day night.
Head coach Steve Ballard said it
did not matter which team the
Lady Panthers would have to
face. “We’ve beaten both of them
this year already, so we know it
can be done. Not to take anything
away from either team, but I
believe we are playing better
now, than ever before.”
Last Friday, Eastern beat the
Lady Bears 2-1. Both junior for-
ward Tracie Strother and co-cap-
tain junior forward Beth Aussin
came up big in the game. Strother
scored both the goals while
Aussin assisted on both of Stro-
ther’s goals.
On Oct. 26, the Lady Panthers
held the Valparaiso Crusaders to
only one goal in their 5-1 victory. 
Many Eastern players were
instrumental in the win, including
junior midfielder/defender Tif-
fany Bosley, freshman midfielder
Carole Griggs, senior midfielder
Jen Cech and junior midfielder
Heather Ory.
Three Eastern players were
featured as MVC Players of the
Women’s soccer team
enters MVC tourney
See TOURNEY page 7A
Basketball team to face
NBC traveling squad 
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
In two games this weekend, the
immediate future of the men’s soc-
cer game will be decided.
“I think (the weekend) is huge,”
head coach Tim McClements said.
“If we do well, we go to Evans-
ville (for the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament). That’s
our goal. 
“Once we are there, we have to
do well, but first we have to get in.
And to do that we have to get past
two big obstacles in Western
Kentucky and Vanderbilt. I think it
has tremendous implications.”
Eastern, the No. 5 team in the
MVC, will play the sixth-placed
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers 2
p.m. Friday at Lakeside Field. The
winner of this game will go on to
the MVC tournament.
McClements said it would be an
honor for the team to make the
tournament this season.
“We didn’t go last year and we
had a better record,” he said. “We
really feel we have a stronger team
this year than we did last year.”
Western Kentucky enters the
game with an overall record of 5-
9-1. The Hilltoppers are 1-3-1 in
the conference and are currently on
a two-game losing streak.
The Panthers enter the game
with a record of 3-13, 2-3 in the
Missouri Valley. Eastern has had
some success of late, winning two
of its last four games.
McClements said he feels the
team could make a run for the con-
ference tournament despite a nine-
game losing streak to open the sea-
son.
“I don’t think I ever lost faith in
the guys all season,” he said.
“With all that happened this sea-
son, it would have been very easy
to fall apart. I think it’s a credit to
the guys that they stuck together. If
they had fallen apart, I wouldn’t
have been so confident.”
In the net for the Western
Kentucky is Andrew Cecil. Cecil,
the MVC Defensive Player of the
Week, has made 68 saves while
allowing 40 goals. He has recorded
two shutouts and has a goals-
against average of 2.71.
The Hilltoppers have been
outscored 49-26 this season, 15-4
in conference.
“They’ve had some mixed
results, but lately they’ve been rip-
ping it up,” McClements said. “I
Men’s soccer team hopes to clinch a
spot in conference playoffs with win
See SOCCER page 6A
FILE PHOTO
Junior guard Chad Peckinpaugh (left) senior guard Rick Kaye (22)
and senior forward Conya Robinson (right) celebrate after a victory
last season. The team finished 12-15 overall and look to improve on
that record beginning Sunday at home against the NBC Thunder team.
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Stacks
of videos
Booth Library
has more to offer
than just books
photo illustration by scott beaudry and mike rice
What few students realize,
though, is that there is a video
outlet right here on campus. 
And it’s free.
The self-study materials cen-
ter (SMC) in Booth Library
houses a wide select ion of
videos for students to check
out the same way they would a
book. Many students may have
had to watch a video from the
l ibrary for c lass ,  but the
immense collection (approxi-
mately 1,000 movies) Booth
has is one of Eastern’s best
kept secrets.
From John Waters’  “Pink
Flamingos” to Disney’s
“Dumbo,” there is something
for every taste. 
Many of the movies in the
acknowledged film canon, the
essential classics, are available,
l ike “Cit izen Kane ,” “The
Batt leship Potemkin,” “The
Rules Of The Game,”
“Rashomon” and “The Bicycle
Thief.”  
Also at Booth are more pop-
ular favorites, from “Blazing
Saddles” and “Monty Python
and the Holy Grail” to “Aliens”
and “Reservoir Dogs.” 
The library is not the place
to go, however, if you are look-
ing for new releases .  The
emphasis is certainly on the
classics and foreign films, with a
healthy dose of experimental
and cult movies.
Videos are requested by indi-
v idual  departments and are
ordered by that department’s
bib l iographer based on i ts
l ibrary budget. Many of the
videos ordered are documen-
tary or instructional tapes, but
there are always a number of
feature films coming in. Most of 
by geoff cowgill
Staff writer
The library video selection has movies for every taste
and occasion.  Here are some suggestions based to satisfy
different moods.
COMEDY
■ “Some Like It Hot,” Billy Wilder’s rambunctious cross-
dressing, mobster comedy featuring Marilyn Monroe at her
best.
■ “Sleeper,” Woody Allen’s futuristic farce.
■ Howard Hawks’ screwball classic “Bringing Up Baby.”
■ Classics by Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton and the Marx
Brothers, like “The Gold Rush,” “The General” and “Duck
Soup.”
ACTION/ SUSPENSE
■ ”Rear Window,” or just about any of the plethora of
great Hitchcock nail-biters.
■ “The Maltese Falcon,” Humphrey Bogart in John
Huston’s great detective classic.
■ “Z,” Costa-Gavras’ political conspiracy thriller.
■ The original “Scarface,” by Howard Hawks, the grand-
daddy gangster movie.
WESTERN
■ Sam Peckinpah’s influential and violent “The Wild
Bunch.”
■ John Ford’s “The Searchers,” considered by many to be
the best western of them all.
■ “Rio Bravo,” Hawks’ relaxed, entertaining masterpiece
with John Wayne, Dean Martin and Ricky Nelson.
MUSICAL
■ “Top Hat,” with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
■ The incomparable “Singin’ In The Rain” from Stanley
Something for
every mood
With Old Man Winter settling in fora while, many campus-strandedstudents may be finding it difficult
to keep occupied.
This time of year can be good for cozying
up in front of the TV with a video, but 
unfortunately the closest video store to 
campus is a few blocks west of Old Main. By
the time the snow (and the temperature)
starts falling, students who have no means of
transportation other than their own two feet
may not find the trek very welcoming.
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MOVIESAnd the list goes on: see page 3
INSIDE: Men of Adventure, page 2 • EIU dancers, page 3 • Coffee Talk, page 3 • Dave Matthews CD reveiw, page 5
The immense 
collection,
(of videos,) 
Booth has 
is one of
Eastern’s best
kept secrets.
see BOOTH page 3
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Millions of years ago when humans first walked
upon the virgin earth, clans formed. And in these
tribes there were elders. It was the job of said
elders to guide the young men of the tribe through
the passage of manhood to become great and
able-bodied warriors.
Fast forward, several million years to the pre-
sent day, where this tradition, in many ways, is still
alive and kicking; and you, our devoted readers,
will bear witness to this sacred and ancient cele-
bration of teeming tides of testosterone. Granted,
we have left out the portion of this ceremony deal-
ing with the ancient rite of circumcision, but that is
the fault of the editorial board (kind and loving as
they may be.) 
You may be wondering where all this is leading.
Well, to tell you the truth, we wonder that our-
selves many a night. Anyway, we guess it is time
to tell you what is going to happen to the MOA as
of today. 
In a few short weeks the Men of Adventure as
you know them will cease to exist. Fear not, dear
readers, for out of this darkness comes a new
light. And his name is ... Bob. No, really, his name
IS Bob.
Now one cannot simply decide to be a Man of
Adventure. Before he can don such a title, he must
prove himself worthy. To acquire this honor we
have designed a series of tests for Bob, which he
must pass sans failure. To do so, we journey to the
mecca of all things plentiful, Mattoon’s Cross
County Mall.
Upon reaching this sacred training ground, we
put Bob to the second test of the MOA. What was
the first test you might ask? Well, it involved Bob,
a case of hard grain alcohol and a goat. Don’t
worry, Bob passed with flying colors, and the goat
will recover soon. We hope.
Anyway, back to test two: Harassing the elderly.
Here we decided to kill two birds with one stone.
We all know that the MOA “scream heterosexuali-
ty,” and it was time for Bob to prove that he could
run with the big dogs. We felt it would be too easy
to pit him against an opponent of comparable age,
and besides, it’s fun to watch old ladies squirm.
The task: Ask out an old biddy and walk away with
the digits.
We allowed Bob to choose his own target. Big
mistake. Biting off more than he could chew, Bob
made a bee line to the craft show, which was tak-
ing place in the common area, and set his sights
on a rather large, blue-haired beauty. One word,
and she was his ... or so we thought. As soon as
Bob had turned his back to give us the “MOA
thumbs up” to signify his success, she unloaded
on him with a purse filled with God knows how
many years’ worth of crusty, used tissues.
We felt sorry for our initiate, so we gave that
one to him. After all, he did get granny’s phone
number. Granted it was on a business card he
stole from the table, but he showed good old-fash-
ioned MOA ingenuity.
The third test in the series involved one of the
most important virtues of the MOA – daring. Once
again we would let Bob, our Man of Adventure in
Training (MOAIT) choose his own path. Then we,
the residing MOA, would rate his achievements on
the standard MOA academic scale.
So Bob decided to stroll over to the local jewelry
and piercing emporium and demand that they
pierce his septum, (Don’t know what a septum is?
LOOK IT UP!) Of course they have a strict no-sep-
tum-piercing policy at this boutique, so he held the
handbags hostage until they offered a compro-
mise: They would trade a Hello Kitty gift set if he
would just leave the boutique and not step foot
inside the store again for at least a week, unless
accompanied by an adult.
For this presentation of gutsiness and wit, the
MOA gave him a score of A-. It was good but he
could have gotten a free set of earrings, a cor-
duroy scrunchee, or at least a container of gold lip
gloss. But after all, he did score a free Hello Kitty
gift set, and you know how we MOA are suckers
for free stuff.
Finally, with daylight dwindling, we set out to
come up with the final task that would earn Bob
his place in history alongside the MOA. But as we
sat down and tried to come up with one more task
that would embody the very essence of the MOA,
we came up short. Desperate, we turned once
again to our MOAIT in hopes that he might have a
bright idea. Alas, it was not meant to be. 
Hanging our heads in shame, we walked back to
our vehicle at a slower pace than usual while a
lone musician lazily strummed a guitar in the back-
ground. And off we went to our favorite friendly
bar to drown our sorrows and welcome the newest
member to our elite club. After a few too many
long islands, we stumbled to the door while Bob
made his way to the phone booth with his blue-
haired beauty’s business card in hand, and a smile
on his face.
MOAIT Words of Wisdom: Though getting the
number of an over-the-hill temptress may be an
accomplishment to be proud of, few men can say
they’ve lived through a day filled with adventure
and gained a wonderful story to share with future
generations (and only a headache and a bad case
of herpes as a result).  If you’re ever assaulted by
a group of crazed, bag-toting mall shoppers drop
whatever it is you’re carrying and run in the oppo-
site direction.
M.O.A.
M i k e  &  M a t t
M e n  o f  Ad v e n t u r e
MOA in training ...
Editor’s Note: The Men of Adventure are professional satirists.
Please do not try this at home. No offense was intended in the
writing of this column. Send general praise or hate mail to the Men
of Adventure. Contact Mike Rice at cumar@pen.eiu.edu or Matt
Fear at cumff@pen.eiu.edu. Thank you, and have a nice day.
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Delivery Special
Take Out
345-2844
Large Pizza
(single topping)
$7 00
Add a Quart of Soda for $1.25
Jerry’s
Pizza
Corner of 4th & Lincoln
Sunday,
November 9th
presents
6:00 pm
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
Evening Prayer
Dinner
“How the Romans &
Barbarians Pictured the Holy
Family”  A slide presentation
by Dr. Baily Young
This evening takes place at the
Newman Center, corner of 9th and
Lincoln and is FREE.
CHINA 88
1140 LINCOLN   348-1232
WE DELIVER
Daily Lunch 
Buffet
$4.50
Now serving beer & wine
FRI & SAT  5-8 pm $6.95
All You Can Eat
Dinner Buffet 
Now Adding
Crab Legs 
SUNDAY All day Buffet 
11-2  $4.50
2-8  $5.99
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Large Thin Single Item
For the Low Price of
$7.95 plus tax
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends
345-3400
Pagliai’s Pizza
New Releases
$3.00 PER DAY
All others 
$2.00 PER WEEK
638 W. Lincoln
345-3407
Check Out Our Nintendo 64
Games at 
Craig’s Video
START YOUR WEEK OFF RIGHT
Disciples of Christ
Christian Church
Adams Chapel 1111 Hawthorne Dr.
(East of Rural King on Victoria Lane)
Ray Allen, Senior Minister
Betsy Johnson-Miller, Associate Pastor
Sunday Morning Worship 9 am
For A Ride Call:
345-4629    345-4178
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Cleveland Steamer/Sea Bass/ Crazy Marvin 7 p.m. Fri. Nov. 7 Coffee Talk in the Triad Meal ID  or $3 581-2878
Dr. Wu 9 p.m. Fri.Nov. 7 Gunner Buc’s Pub n Grub (Mattoon) Free 235-0123
Baaro 10 p.m.Fri. Nov. 7 Blind Pig (Champaign) $6 (217) 355-7476
Cleveland Steamer 10 p.m.  Sat. Nov. 8 Marty’s $3 345-2171
Robert Bradley’s Blackwater Surprise 9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 8 Mabel’s $3 (217) 328-5700
World Class Noise 9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 8 Jillian’s (Champaign) $3 (217) 355-2800
Rave Night 8 p.m. Fri. Nov. 7 Marty’s Free 345-2171
Funky Butt Drum Club 10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 7 Freinds & Co. Free 345-2380
Link Wray             9 p.m.Fri. Nov. 7 Mabel’s (Champaign) $15  at Pos. 4th St. (217) 328-5700
Kai Mera 9:30  p.m. Fri. Nov. 7 City Of New Orleans (Champaign) $3 (217) 359-2489
Flag Boys w/ Sea Bass 9:30 p.m. Sat. Nov. 8 Uptowner Free 345-4622
Lost Straight Jackets 10 p.m. Sat. Nov. 8 Blind Pig $6 (217) 351-5700
Turkey Testacle Festival 12 p.m. Sat. Nov. 15 Friends & Co. Free 345-2380
Who When Where Price Phone
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the movies are on VHS, but
there are several laser discs and
a few 16 mm prints.
Like many video stores, the
tapes from Booth are due back
the next day by closing time. A
valid student ID is necessary to
check out videos. There is not a
limit on how many titles a stu-
dent can check out at a time, but
there is a $1 per-day-late fee. If a
tape is not returned, there is a
minimum $50 lost-item billing.
If there is a movie you’ve
always wanted to see and Booth
doesn’t have it, don’t despair.
Almost everything that has been
released on video is available
through Inter-Library Loan. This
system enables an Eastern stu-
dent to order materials from
other libraries all over the coun-
try. There is no charge (beyond
what has already been paid
through tuition and fees) and it
often takes just a couple of
weeks to receive what has been
ordered.
Booth from page 1
This Saturday dust off some oldcomfy shoes and join the EIUDancers from 1 to 4 p.m. for an
afternoon filled with fun and exercise. 
The group is holding a workshop, which
will cost $5 in advance or $6 at the door,
and will be held in the dance studio locat-
ed on the lower level of McAfee Gym and
is open to all students with an interest in
dance.
After stretches, dancers will move onto
some across-the-floor exercises to get
“familiar with the dances.” From there
they will learn the actual dances, all of
which were choreographed by members
of the group. Since they gradually increase
in difficulty, participants should have little
trouble learning the moves.
“The first dance will be the easiest and
then they will get more advanced” said
Melissa Stafford, a junior English major and
theater arts minor. This is a non-competi-
tive atmosphere, enabling dancers of all
skill levels to participate. “Both men and
women are welcome at the workshop,”
said Stafford. “All that is needed is an
interest in dance.”
Currently the EIU Dancers are 30 mem-
bers strong, but still they are hoping that
this seminar will generate more interest in
their group and bolster next year’s try-
outs.
Going to the seminar does not initiate
you into the group, it is merely something
fun to do on a Saturday afternoon. The
workshop will provide many opportunities
for those who are “interested in dance,
but have no outlet” for their energies. “It
is something that I hope they will enjoy
doing” said Stafford.
Although this is the first time the group
has put on a workshop for fellow Eastern
students, last year they visited an area
junior high and “tried to hold perfor-
mances during their lunch breaks.” As any-
one who has attempted such a feat knows,
junior high students aren’t always interest-
ed. 
The performances weren’t as successful
as the group would have liked, so they
decided to hold their next event on cam-
pus. By holding a workshop for the stu-
dents here at Eastern the group not only
gained the opportunity to spread aware-
ness of the EIU Dancers and support
themselves financially, but they will also get
to perform with individuals with a sincere
interest in dance, Stafford said.
This weekend’s proceeds will go toward
the group’s two main expenses, costumes
and publicity. “We switch costumes after
every dance.” said Stafford. The cost can
really start to add up, especially when they
have to pay for the costumes themselves,
Stafford said.
Next semester, most of the group’s
energy will be going toward preparing for
its March show, so this will be the only
opportunity for outside individuals to
dance with the group this year. Those
interested should call Kim at 348-0071, or
Melissa at 345-3915. Wear clothes you can
dance in, and keep in mind that you can’t
dance in street shoes. Also, be prepared
to work hard and have fun, Stafford said.
Workshop slated
for Saturday
file photo by missa beck
The EIU dancers rehearsing last spring before their annual Spring recital. The EIU Dancers will be
hosting a workshop this Saturday for all interested students. Students participating can be prepared
for a rigorous day of fun and hard work involving modern and jazz dance.
The Gregg Triad’s weekly
Coffee Talk series is putting on
one of its most spectacular
events of the year tonight by
featuring three local bands.
Local favorites Cleveland
Steamer, repeat Coffee Talkers
Sea Bass and Decatur-based
Crazy Marvin will all be on hand
for tonight’s show, which
Eastern students can gain
admission to with one swipe of
their student meal ID or $3.00.
Coffee Talk spokesperson
Steve Whitlock expects a mini-
mum of 225 students for
tonight’s show, a turnout that
would exceed the program’s
current seven-night average of
154 paying customers. When
you add it up, that means 1,077
students have spent their Friday
night listening to upcoming tal-
ent perfecting their craft.
The show will start at 7:15
p.m. Each of the three bands is
expected to play a 45- to 60-
minute set, making for a long
night of musical entertainment.
This show presents a differ-
ent format for Charleston’s
Cleveland Steamer, a band that
is accustomed to playing in bars.
Fortunately, the change of
venue will not alter this alterna-
tive rock/pop band’s style of
performance that much.
Drummer Dan Williams said
the only difference will be that
“We probably won’t be drink-
ing.”
Expect Cleveland Steamer to
play a largely original set with
some covers thrown in for
good measure tonight at their
first Coffee Talk appearance.
They return to more familiar
territory tomorrow night when
they play Marty’s.
Tom Mitchell, who describes
his band Sea Bass’s music as “a
new form of crime,” said that
this venue is “good for the stu-
dents who aren’t 21 to have
some place to go see bands.”
For those who are 21 or
older, Decatur’s own Crazy
Marvin, a funk-tinged rock
group, will be following up
tonight’s performance next
week with a show at Ted’s
Warehouse. Tonight’s show is
their first at the Gregg Triad,
and band member Brandon
Pilger promises a set that will
feature mostly original songs.
The remainder of the
semester will bring three forth-
coming Coffee Talk perfor-
mances at the Triad on Nov. 14,
Dec. 5 and Dec. 12. Fourteen
shows are planned for Friday
nights throughout next
semester, so there will be plen-
ty of chances for audiophiles to
hear local artists without travel-
ing very far or paying outra-
geous ticket prices.
Coffee Talk entertain-
by sean stangland
Staff writer
by michael calcagno
Staff writer
Movies from page 1
HORROR
■ “Psycho,” the father of the
modern, gruesome horror
movie.
■ “The Bride Of Frankenstein,”
James Whale’s fascinating classic.
DRAMA
■ William Wyler’s “The Little
Foxes,” with a never-better Bette
Davis.
■ “Raging Bull ,” Martin
Scorsese’s visceral knockout
with Robert DeNiro.
OFF THE BEATEN PATH
■ The short films of American
independent, Kenneth Anger.
■ The films by Spanish directors
Luis Bunuel and Pedro
Amoldovar, like “Viridiana” and
“Women on the verge of a ner-
vous breakdown”.
Booth also has some ready-
made blocks of films to help fill a
commitment-free weekend.
Settle down with a three-pack
like the “Star Wars” trilogy or
the “Godfather” movies. Or try
the simple, charming “Fanny”
trilogy (“Marius”, “Fanny” and
“Cesar”) by Marcel Pagnol, a
humanist comedy set in southern
France. For the more adventur-
ous there is Ingmar Bergman’s
“Religion Trilogy.” 
Other interesting double or
triple bills from the library stock
include pairing the lyrical, surreal
“Beauty and the Beast” by Jean
Cocteau with the Disney ver-
sion.  Match “Raiders of the Lost
Ark” with its antecedent,
“Gunga Din.” Or if you want,
watch “Schind-ler’s List” and
Alain Resnais’ Holocaust docu-
mentary, “Night And Fog” back
to back. 
If you’re a Shakespeare fan, try
a day of Orson Welles’
“Macbeth” followed by Polanski’s
version with a chaser of Akira
Kurosawa’s take on the story,
“Throne Of Blood.” 
Members of Crazy Marvin (l-r) Chris Lourash, Brandon Pilger, Brian Howell,
James Treichler and Michael Marty relax in preparation for their perfor-
mance at Coffee Talk this weekend.  (photo courtesy of Crazy Marvin)
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In her first major-labelrelease, Abra Moore takeslisteners to the “Strangest
Places” – and it’s not a bad trip.
Moore, a founding member of
Poi Dog Pondering, is now going
solo in a class of her own.
The one quality unanimous
about Moore is the fact that she
stands out. Her sound is hard to
classify, different from the other
female alternative vocalists. And
it is this uniqueness that is her
biggest draw.
“Four Leaf Clover” leads off
the CD and does what any good
first track should do: it hooks
the listener. From the opening
guitar riff to the steady percus-
sion to the whispered overdubs
to the lyrics, Moore invites the
listener into the rest of the CD
with a catchy number that will
work itself into your brain and
not let go. The listener gets a
feeling of optimism in the face of
despair.
The title track, “Strangest
Places,” keeps up the trend with
a great hook. Moore shines on
the chorus, giving the song a
blues feel. The simple beat does
a fine job of inducing toe-tap-
ping.
Moore has a voice that comes
across strongly, yet does so with
a soft touch. At times sultry, as
in the chorus of “Strangest
Places,” and at times wispy and
ethereal, it remains understated
throughout the majority of the
disc.
Yet it is this understated quali-
ty that makes it stand out. It is a
refreshing change from the
shrieking of other artists riding
the wave of alternative music.
She conveys the emotion behind
her music with a deft touch,
almost as if saying, “Here you
go, this is what I’ve got, take a
listen.”
The arrangement is solid,
combing the various parts in a
masterful manner. The piano on
the fourth track, “Happiness,”
complements Moore’s voice
well.
By tickling the ebonies and
ivories on that track, Moore
shows off more than just her
voice. She turns in a complete
performance with solid writing,
strong work with the piano and
the acoustic guitar, and that
amazing, stunning voice.
Moore has spread her wings
for her first solo flight and has
soared. “Strangest Places”
should find a place in just about
any collection.
The first single, “Four Leaf
Clover,” was released earlier this
year and received a lot of airplay.
Now she is touring at sites all
across the United States includ-
ing a show in Chicago this
month.
“Strangest Places”
Abra Moore
Arista Austin
★ ★ ★ ★
Los Reyes (The Kings) set the mind to wandering
on their new release, “Gypsy Legend.”
The first track, “Todos Ole,” is fast and powerful,
full of emotion and spirit.
Guitarist Mario Reyes is truly remarkable .
Carrying most of the songs, he shows a mastery
that is lacking in much of today’s music.
Reyes is given great material to work with by
Antonico Reyes, the groups vocalist and writer of
most of the band’s songs.
“Paradiso,” the fourth track, is an instrumental
that showcases just what the band can do. The
instruments are arranged so well, you don’t even
notice the vocals are missing.
The 10th track, “Libiana,” is about a man facing
the task of sending away a woman for his own good.
Antonico Reyes conveys the feeling behind the song
with a great vocal performance. The song also has
great lyrics, starting with the first couple of lines:
“Leave me, tranquil woman, I can’t take it anymore/
Leave me, tranquil woman, and leave me in piece...”
The quick tempo, the arrangement and the mas-
terful job done by the band all combine to make
this truly wonderful to listen to.
By far, the most impressive part of the CD is the
guitar playing of Mario Reyes. Reyes’ work weaves
through the various songs-at times the dominant
element, at others tucked away in the background.
But whether he carries the tune or merely accom-
panies it, Reyes’ flair is noticeable.
The style of music Los Reyes plays, flamenco
rumba, combines Gypsy music with a Latin flavor.
Although it is an acquired taste, “Gypsy Legends” is
sure to sit well with on any music connoisseurs pal-
let.
“Gypsy Legend”
Los Reyes
Wild Sky/ Lightyear
★ ★ ★ ★
by drew granger
Staff writer
by drew granger
Staff writer
FRI: “Too Much” Walleye Dinner
SAT: 10 oz. Sirloin Burger w/ French Fries
$5.95
$4.95
$3.50 Pitchers 
TM&
Saturday
Alpha Sigma Alpha
proudly presents their 
New Initiates
Shannon Bishop
Haley Boyd
Colleen Cloonan
Meghan Dyer
Cynthia Flores
Sarah Gahan
Jenny Gallovitch
Michele Gillette
Laura Glombowski
Andrea Hagen
Sarah Hart
Erin Hearn
Michelle Huffman
Chrissie Hunter
Katie Joyce
Jennie Kellman
Jessica Litton
Melissa Lowe
Jean McKeown
Becky Miller
Heather Monge
Julie Niznik
Rachel Partenheimer
Lauren Peak
Alana Petrilli
Katie Pielin
Kelly Shaughnessy
Lindsay Springer
Sheryl Swaekauski
Corinne Tanda
Alisa Treitman
Jennifer Vala
Lisa Valenti
Marissa Walton
Meagan Warnke
Kristen ZavillaCongratulations!
Love,
The Rubies
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?SO... why not sell yourunwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
Happy Birthday,
Krista & Claudine!
Love, Your Roomies,
Sara, Erica, 
Jenni, & Lynne
Friends
&Co
FREE SHOW!
Funky Butt
Drum Club
-from Champaign
starts @ 10:00
509 Van Buren   348-2380
kitchen hours
Mon-Thurs       Fri & Sat
7pm-11pm       5pm-11pm
Friends burgers rock!
call the newsroom @581-2812 or stop by the
Student Publications office to find out how
you can become one of the staff
Student Publications
wants you to write for the
Daily Eastern News
Warbler
Minority Today
On the Verge of the Weekend
Heartland magazine
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The Dave Matthews Bandhas always had a reputa-tion as a group with great
live performances. Its new
release, “Live at Red Rocks,”
captures the essence of its con-
certs but still feels lacking in
some ways.
Recorded in August of 1995,
“Live at Red Rocks” shines as a
near-perfect performance by the
band. Each song sounds just as it
should, and the quality of the
recording is top-notch. Vocals,
guitars, violins, saxophones,
drums – each element shines.
The problem with this two-
disc compilation is that it
doesn’t capture the feeling of a
Dave Matthews Band concert. It
feels loose and has all the cus-
tomary “jams” the band is
known for, but the lack of a visu-
al element as well as the free
feeling of one’s fellow concert-
goers is just not there. Not to
say the music suffers from a
sense of incompletion; the songs
presented here are all well-craft-
ed and original. 
Most of the band’s signature
tunes are here, including “Ants
Marching,” the sweet, emotional
“Satellite” and the jubilant
“Tripping Billies.” There also are
some glaring omissions, as
“Crash Into Me,” “Too Much,”
“So Much to Say,” and “What
Would You Say” are all dumped
in favor of looser, more free-
flowing material.
The CD set begins with a 13-
minute rendition of “Seek Up”
that allows Boyd Tinsley’s violin
to get some early work in.
Tinsley’s strings are the highlight
of the set and put each song
over the top. He has some
moments of brill iance in his
solos and drawn-out jams; he is
the heart and soul of this band.
Dave Matthews himself does
not prove to be a flashy per-
former. He rarely “eggs on” the
audience or relies on old tricks
of the arena rock trade because
his music does not call for it. 
Only once does he let himself
fall into a cliche by letting the
audience sing part of a song for
him. Luckily, you can actually
hear the crowd’s attempt to sing
“Ants Marching” on this CD, an
impressive feat.
The CD set reaches its high
point with the dead-on perfor-
mance of “Lie in our Graves,” a
hopeful, laid-back tune that was
also the highlight of the DMB’s
last studio release, “Crash.” All
of the musicians mesh perfectly
on this one, pushing the bound-
aries of what they can do. It’s
just a flat-out great song.
The weakest song here is its
cover of Bob Dylan’s “All Along
the Watchtower.” It drags on
forever and really kills the effec-
tiveness of the song. Why a band
who takes pride in its original
material would end its concert
with a cover tune, I don’t know.
This version only made me long
for Jimi Hendrix’s blues interpre-
tation.
All told, “Live at Red Rocks”
is a fine CD, but anyone who has
been to a Dave Matthews Band
concert will realize just how
incomparable the experience is.
If anything, this set will serve as a
greatest-hits compilation (even
though four of their most popu-
lar songs are left out) for people
just getting into the Dave
Matthews Band or as a worthy
retrospective for those who
have been loyal fans since the
beginning. 
At just around two hours
and 20 minutes, “Live at Red
Rocks” is a lot of music to take
in, but it’s music well worth the
listen. It’s just too bad this CD
set couldn’t capture on disc the
communal experience a Dave
Matthews Band concert really is.
“Live at Red Rocks”
Dave Matthews Band
RCA Records
★ ★ ★
by sean stangland
Staff writer
All My Children- Skye confessed switching the
paternity test to Edmund. Brooke thinks she’s falling
for Jim. Mateo went on “The Cutting Edge” to expose
Adam.
Another World- Nikkos stashed Rachel in a crypt,
and hired a demolition crew to dynamite the place.
Felicia held off surgery. 
As The World Turns- Molly was thrown in the
psych ward. Lily and Holden learned Molly faked her
pregnancy. Ben told Camille he faked their breakup  to
catch the stalker. She felt guilty over Lou. 
Bold and Beautiful- Sheila foiled James’ plan to
get her drunk and show she’s an unfit mother.  Macy
and Grant kissed. After a successful Forrester show,
Lauren and Eric’s jet crashed into flames! 
Days of Our Lives- John interrupted Roman and
Marlena’s wedding with the cure. Stefano received his
pardon and had parting words for baby Elvis. Stefano
saved Jack from being executed by Travis and T.C. 
General Hospital- Carly’s mom, Virginia, planned
to send Bobbie recent photos of Caroline. Brenda
spent a night alone in her new house. Ned declared
war on the Cassedine’s; Alexis was devastated. Stefan
became suspicious of Alexis.
Guiding Light- Reva became suspicious that Carly
is Annie’s spy. Carly confessed that she kidnapped
Tammy. Jenna tried to get Buzz to respond to her kiss,
but he could only think of Nola. 
One Life to Live- Jacara and Max cemented their
partnership. R.J. kissed Jacara. Blair asked Max to help
her win Ian. Joey swallowed his pride and confronted
Kelly.
Port Charles- Rex and Danielle filed for custody of
Serena. Scott tried to clear up the faux gambling
debts. Cooper was fingered in Julie’s kidnapping. Frank
searched the Cooper home, but missed Julie. Julie’s
mother overheard Eve mention her affair with Devlin.
Sunset Beach- Caitlan was presumed dead after
her car went off a cliff. Only Cole believed she was
alive, and he was arrested. Olivia confessed to
Gregory that she really is pregnant. Victoria learned
Virginia lied about the night of the cabin fire.
The Young and the Restless- Neil found Dru’s
stash of birth-control pills. Grace told Sharon she has
feelings for someone besides Tony. Phylis caught
Danny in her apartment. Nina told Trisha that Ryan is
no longer committed to her.
by jonathan swanson
Associate Verge editor
Are You Fed Up With 
High Prices For
Parts - Repairs - Tires - Tubes
call
Jimmy Walker Motorcycle Shop
345-3758
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 • The Men of 
Delta Sigma Phi 
are proud to announce our 
newly initiated members:
Josh Castagno
Keith Dagenais
Clint Delee
Aaron Eurell
Jeff Good
Chase LaPlaca
David Martin
Ryan Martin
Mike McDonough
Jason Medlin
Mike O’Connor
Matt Raines
Chris Schultz
Zack Shaw
Tom Vore
Craig Wells
NEED AN HIV TEST?
Free, Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Street in Charleston
Testing also provided at Eastern’s Health Service 
after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an 
appointment for either testing site
348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy
PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?
• FREE Pregnancy Tests
• Accurate Information
• Strictly Confidential
• Post-Abortion Support
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Writerswanted forThe Daily 
Eastern
News.
call 581-2812
H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston ☎345.9732
“Dark Eden” 
The band to
dance to!!
$1.25 ICEHOUSE/ RED DOG
$1.75 LIGHT 16 0Z. BOTTLES
$1.75 CORONA BECKS
$2.00 HOOCH LEMON BREW
Ted's'at
Friday Night
704 Jackson or
University Village
345-3454
The only way to
do your Laundry
is...
to let Donna
do it !!
Your Full Service Cleaners
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL-
OPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedul-
ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL  61920
E.O.E.
______________________11/13
CHRISTMAS IS COMING. Need
extra money? Sell Avon Call 345-
4197 or 235-1544.
_______________________11/7
GREAT CONSISTENT JOB
THAT WON’T INTERFERE WITH
MOST OF YOUR OTHER
ACTIVITIES! Weekends mid-
night-8 a.m. at Alpha House, a 15
bed group home for Individuals
with developmental disabilities.
Apply at 1701 18th Street,
Charleston, 345-4224.
_______________________11/7
RAMADA INN EFFINGHAM, IL
seeks night auditor. Must have
reliable transportation, computer
friendly, accounting courses are
helpful, and no experience neces-
sary. Apply in person/ Ramada
Inn, attention Tammy Smith.
______________________11/11
NETWORK SOFTWARE
INSTALLER. Both Mac and
Windows platforms. Call Lincoln
Web at 345-5454.
______________________11/14
NEED 1 BEDROOM
APT/HOUSE allows dog, Spring
‘98. Call Mike 345-0176.
______________________11/14
LOSE THE “FRESHMAN 15.”
Don’t starve to lose weight again.
Call 348-0004. We’re 5 minutes
from campus.
______________________10/31
WIN 40,000! If you are an attrac-
tive young woman 18 yrs. or older
interested in photographic model-
ing send recent photo to PER-
FECT 10 P.O. Box 833 Oakland,
Il 61943.
_______________________11/7
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. No experi-
ence required. Free information
packet. Call 410-347-1475
______________________12/15
EIU’S RHA AND NRHH ARE
RAKING LEAVES NOVEMBER
14 & 16 South of Lincoln.
Donations will go to Charleston
Food Pantry. Call Julie 581-3406
for information. 
______________________11/12
SPRING BREAK ‘98. Best Prices
to Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Group Discounts & Free
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-234-
7007. http://www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
______________________12/16
SPRING BREAK ‘98’! Free food
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from $399.
Organize as a small group & trav-
el FREE! Highest commission &
lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus repre-
sentative (800)-574-7577.
______________________11/18
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
SPRING ‘98. HUGE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APT. W/DECK IN
NANTUCKET. 348-6523
______________________11/10
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: for
apartment in University Court.
Own room or roommate. Call
Mike at 581-8128
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
‘98. One person apt. Nice! $250 a
month. Rent includes utilities. Off
street parking. Call 345-7734
weekdays. (618)544-7179 week-
ends.
_______________________11/7
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for 2
bedroom duplex, non-smoker,
close to campus, own room, rent
$200/month spring and summer
348-0247.
_______________________11/7
2, 3 OR 4 SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED, Spring ‘98. Nice 3 bedroom
apartment. 348-8578.
_______________________11/7
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Spring
semester. Very nice 1 bedroom
apartment. Close to campus.
Quiet. Low rent. 348-8948.
______________________11/13
NEEDED:1 FEMALE SUB-
LESSOR FOR SPRING 98 to
share 3 bedroom house (own
room). 2 bathrooms. Furnished
with washer/dryer. Near Greek
Court. Call 348-0157.
______________________11/18
SUBLESSOR NEEDED Sp ‘98
one bedroom apt, rent 220 includ-
ing utilities. Call 348-6346.
______________________11/10
1-3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SPRING 98. Nice 2 bed-
room Apt. Price Negotiable. Call
348-0937.
______________________11/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
CUTE, 2 bedroom apartment
near campus. Available Spring,
Summer (July/August free). Rent
negotiable. 345-3548.
______________________11/12
1 MONTH FREE RENT!
Sublessor needed Spring 98. 2
bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Near campus. $400/month. 345-
4066.
______________________11/13
SUBLESSOR NEEDED ASAP.
Spring 98. 2 bedroom.
Washer/Dryer. Private Parking.
Basement. 348-0762.
______________________11/14
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Large 3
bedroom apartment with 1 room-
mate. Deck and fireplace. Extra
nice. Cheap. 50 yards from
Buzzard. Call 348-6203.
______________________11/13
STARTING JAN 1ST. @ br. apart-
ment for rent. $175.00 per per-
son, close to campus, low utili-
ties, pets allowed. 348-5195
______________________11/15
UPSTAIRS LOFT AVAILABLE
SP98, 5 month lease. Water/trash
included. Call Chris at 348-6397.
______________________11/14
FAMILY RENTAL. NICE 3 bed-
room house. Basement, washer,
dryer hookup, stove and fridge,
new furnace, garage. Available
immediately. Call 345-5088
______________________11/21
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
for rent. Unfurnished. All utilities
paid. 345-6759.
______________________12/15
AVAILABLE SPRING 98!
Furnished 3 bedroom, 5 month
lease. 1/2 block west of Lantz,
with large front & backyard. Quiet
residential area. New living room
furniture, refrigerator, separate
washer & dryer room, & large
multi-purpose common room. Call
348-0157.
______________________11/15
FURNISHED ROOM, Month-to-
Month lease, All utilities paid,
meal included. Near campus.
345-1284.
______________________11/14
ON THE SQUARE: Apt. for rent.
2 bedroom. Call 348-6553 or 522-
6511.
______________________11/11
FAMILY RENTAL. Nice 3 bed-
room house. Basement,
washer/dryer hookup, stove and
fridge, new furnace, garage.
Available immediately. Call 345-
5088.
______________________11/21
FOR RENT:Duplex perfect for
grad student or a mature student.
Two bedrooms, one bath, wash-
er/dryer hookup. Appliances and
all utilities included. On tow and a
half wood acres in town. $575 a
month. 348-8886.
______________________11/11
SEGA SATURN, controllers,
arcade gun. 16 games! Low
price! 345-2003
_______________________11/7
97 SPECIALIZED M2 STUMP
JUMPER. Frame only. Brand
new. Light blue. $400 O.B.O. Stu
348-6536.
______________________11/12
ENTER. CENTER. DRESSER
DAUERS PLUS, McDonald’s
Collection “84” on and much
more! See at 123 14th Char. or
call 348-1726.
_______________________11/7
GOV’T FORECLOSED  homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo’s. REO’s. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext H-
2262 for current listings. 
_______________________11/7
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadil lacs, Chevy’s,
BMW’s, Corvette’s. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext A-2262 for cur-
rent listings. 
_______________________11/7
YOU MAY KNOW SOMEONE, a
friend of a friend, a family mem-
ber, a cousin, an aunt, a sister or
daughter who is considering plac-
ing their child for adoption. We
know how difficult that decision
can be. We have waited so long
to find a child to adopt. Please
save this short message for her.
We will help your child love with
encouragement, so that your
child will learn confidence. We
will provide your child with securi-
ty, so that your child will learn to
have faith. You child will live with
praise, fairness and approval so
that they may learn to like them-
selves. Most of all, your child will
live with acceptance and friend-
ship so that they may find love in
the world. Please call our attor-
ney, Kirsten Bays, 655 W.
Lincoln, Suite 10, Charleston, IL,
61920, collect if need be, we will
pay for your call. Just to get some
information about the adoption
process. Please tell her you saw
our advertisement and just talk to
us about raising your child in a
loving home. Open or closed
adoption depending on your
desires, medical,legal, counsel-
ing, approved expenses paid.
Phone 217-345-6099.
Respectfully, Charla and Doyle.
______________________11/14   
NAVY BLUE COAT LOST before
Homecoming football game. If
found please call 581-5297.
Reward offered. 
______________________ 11/7
$100 REWARD FOR LOST
RING: 1992 class ring misplaced
at Mom’s Bar (description: com-
munications symbol on one side
and Delta Sigma Phi on face of
ring.) If found call (630)455-2150
to claim reward no questions
asked.
______________________11/10
LOST: One dark brown barn jack-
et left in Coleman Hall classroom.
Call 345-3915 if found!!!
______________________11/10
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S
Z.S.S.B.L.U.F.I.N.I.T.I. on your
Neophyte. Wish you’ll well! Samia
_______________________11/7
TAROSA, GRETCHEN, ERICKA,
KRISTA: You are my favorite Ro
Ro Ro siblings. Love, Greta Von
Bismark Logan
_______________________11/7
KARAOKE MAMAS! One week
wunitl your debut. Watch out
Polly-Ester ’s. Here we come!
Keep practicing!
_______________________11/7
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY on
Saturday to STEPHANIE
HANKS. Love, Brian
_______________________11/7
SIG EPS-Good luck with your
final “fall initiation!” Love, little
Hayes (a.k.a. Tommy Hayes’ little
sister)
_______________________11/7
GLACURH ‘97 TAG TEAM.
Thanks for all your hard work and
dedication. You guys rock! Kathy.
_______________________11/7
SUZIE MUNSON OF KAPPA
DELTA- Can’t wait to meet you!
KD love, your Big Sis
_______________________11/7
MICHELLE HOHIMER OF
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA:
Congratulations on entering I-
week. I am so proud of you! Love,
Toni
_______________________11/7
ANNIE BERGERON OF KAPPA
DELTA- Have a great weekend.
See you Saturday! KD love &
mine, your Big Sis
_______________________11/7
HALEY BOYD & LISA VALENTI
OF ASA, congrats on becoming
RUBIES! I’m so proud of you
both. Love, Alicia
_______________________11/7
LISHEKA SEAMON OF ZETA
PHI BETA: Congratulations
Captain Consentois on your
Neophyte. You’re the best!!!
Love, Mommy
_______________________11/7
ASA 1996-1997 EXECUTIVE
BOARD- Thank you for all our
dedication this past year! We love
you all! Alpha love, Your sisters.
_______________________11/7
ANGIE GULLEDGE HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! Your awesome friend
and roommate! Gam love, Lisa
_______________________11/7
CIRCLE K Adopt-A-Highway tomorrow. Meet at 7:45 by the ATM.
UNIVERSITY BOARD Performance Arts Committee meeting today at
3 p.m. in the UB office. All are welcome to join.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Lighthouse is open from 9-1 a.m. for
dancing, talking, meeting friends, etc. There is no cover charge and no
age restriction if you’re a student at EIU or Lake Land. Have Fun
Tonight! It is located in the basement of WF, 2202 4th Street.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Mass this Sunday at 11
a.m. and 9 p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium room 120.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR Choir Rehearsal tonight at 6 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Building room 013.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Sunday Worship Service at 10:30 a.m.,
behind Lawson. Donuts & fellowship 10:00 a.m.
COFFEETALK tonight at 7 p.m. in the Triad Dining Service. Tonight we
will be featuring Seabass, Cleveland Steamers and Crazy Marvin, cost
is $3 or free w/one meal from meal ID plan.
APO Actives meeting/Pledge review Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon room. All wear Pin Attire.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS Visit by Program Director today
from 11-12:15 p.m. Connie Myers from Decatur Memorial Hospital will
talk to students.
INDIGO Elections Monday at 6 p.m. in 12 Lancaster at Juanita
Bennett’s house, 8073.
WEIU FM 88.9 Prepare yourself for a huge 5 hour show today starting
at 4 p.m. Featuring more rap, more R & B, more mixes, more EVERY-
THING.
Circle K Food drive Collection Saturday. We will pick up drive bags
after Adopt-A-Highway. Call Gary or Ann O. if you want to help, but will
not be at Adopt-A-Highway.
DELTA SIGMA PI Northwestern Mutual Life Tour will be today at 2:30
p.m. in Kankakee. Meet at the 9th Street parking lot. Professional attire
is required. 
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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THE MEN OF PI KAPPA ALPHA
would like to formally thank the
women of Alpha Phi for accepting
our invitation to do homecoming
with us next year.
_______________________11/7
KAPPA DELTAS: You are terrific!
Keep up the good work. My KD
love, Rebecca.
_______________________11/7
ANTHONY OF SIG EP- Good
luck. You will do great today.
Love, your mom.
_______________________11/7
ROSES ARE RED, RAIDS ARE
BUNK. Let’s be fair and spread
this funk!!!
_______________________11/7
Advertise!  Advertise!  Advertise!
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA
COME OUT TO SEE Cleveland
Steamer Sat. night at Marty’s
_______________________11/7
CLEVELAND STEAMER SAT.
NOV. 8 at Marty’s. Show starts at
10 p.m.
_______________________11/7 
EXOTIC DANCERS & MAS-
SAGE GIRLS WANTED. Make up
too $500 per night. No experi-
ence needed. Apply tonight. 9
p.m. at Panthers. 348-0288.
_______________________11/7
ATTENTION EIU STUDENTS:
Come to the Dance Workshop
given by the EIU Dancers this
Saturday from 1:00-4:00. Call
Kim at 348-0071. Only $5.
_______________________11/7
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext G-2262.
______________________ 11/7
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
Personals Announcements
DROP DEADLINE The deadline for dropping a class or WITHDRAW-
ING FROM THE UNIVERSITY is FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7—TODAY.
The student will receive either a “WP” or a “WF” at the discretion of the
instructor of the class. Be sure to call in on the Touch-Tone System at
least 15 minutes before closing time.–Michael D. Taylor, Registrar.
official notices
Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
It pays to 
advertise in 
The Daily
Eastern New s
$Need Cash?$
Sell your unwanted
items in the
Dai ly  Eastern 
News Classifieds
Friday & Saturday at...
Mother's. . 
Friday is LADIES NIGHT!
$1.25 16 oz Lite btls, drinks, drafts
SATURDAY
$1 Everything!
E n o u g h  S a i d ?
W
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t
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m
e
? W
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e
?
Want some?  Want some?
Want some?  Want some?
“We treat you better
than you treat
yourself”
Stus One Liner
If one leg was Thanksgiving and the other Christmas;
do you want to get together between the holidays?
W E E K E N D
50¢
$1
$1.25
$1.75
Honey Brown
Ice House 
Drafts
CuervoGoldShots
22 oz Heinken Btls
Shot
Specials
Margaritas
Same Day
Service
In 10:30 - Out 4::00 M - F
• Starched shirts $1.25
• Press only service
• Alterations & Repairs
S. 4th Street Curve
Chatleston
BYRDS
CLEANERS
TM
* Customer Appreciation Week *
348-5454
Medium 1 item Pizza
$400
exp 11/9/97
CHEESTICKS
Small
$400
Medium
$500
Large
$600
JUST ASK!!!
Happy 5th Anniversary Toppers Pizza!
offer not valid with any other offer
Large 1 item Pizza
$500
exp 11/9/97
Extra Large 1 item Pizza
$999
exp 11/9/97
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Quick: Make up a funny,witty, or topical phraseusing the acronym DTS
within 60 seconds. Can’t do it?
Didn’t Think So.
Acrophobia, a new net-game
unveiled this week by Bezerk
Entertainment,  chal lenges a
person’s creat ive spir i t  and
extensive vocabulary for the
perfect acronym.
As the game starts, a friendly
voice introduces you to the
game while wonderful graphics
pop up and great music subtly
f lows through the speakers.
The voice explains every step
of the game in detail, so there
is no need to read lengthy and
cryptic rules. After filling out a
form of preferences, all of the
players are sent to the acro
room. In this room, all of the
players are allowed to converse
freely with all the other com-
petitors ... up to 13 per room.
The game begins with a
three-letter acronym and a cat-
egory (everything from “war”
to “cows”) appearing on the
screen. A voice commands the
players to begin, and now what
was once 60 seconds on the
clock is ticking away rapidly. As
the players furiously type in
their creations, inspiring, ambi-
ent, techno-like music is played
in the background.
Once the time is up, every-
one is whisked away to the vot-
ing round, where a l l  the
answers are displayed (for the
time being, anonymously) and
voted upon. Whi le vot ing,
everyone converses with one
another in the room. After
about 30 seconds, the votes are
tallied and displayed, along with
the names of who wrote what.
Bonus points are then assigned
to the person who gets the
most votes and the person who
was fastest on the trigger.
P lay cont inues on with a
four-letter acro round, then
five, and so forth until someone
achieves 30 points .  At that
time, the top two players are
transported to the face-of f
round.
In this round, two players go
head to head and try to “out-
acro” each other. All the other
players vote on their favorite
acros. The winner of the face-
off round is then declared the
winner.
Acrophobia is great not only
because the game is so enjoy-
able but also because the graph-
ics are beautiful and fast load-
ing,  the play is  spir i ted and
quick witted and the music is
fresh and fits the fast-paced
action of the game.
And, of course, the game is
absolutely free.
The few people who have
played Acrophobia have given it
accolades.
Mike Alvarez,  a freshman
English major, said, “Acrophobia
is fun because it’s more than
just a ‘shoot-em-up’  act ion
game. You actually have to use
your mind and be quick.
“It’s the most fun I’ve had on
the Internet for a long time.”
The one big downfa l l  of
Acrophobia is that every player
is subjected to watching com-
mercials. The commercials are
quite creative, but if you play
Acrophobia a lot, they can get
repetitive really fast.
As of  r ight now, to play
Acrophobia, a minimum 486
/66MHz processor is needed,
a long with Windows 95
(Macintosh version available in
spring 1998), 8 megabytes of
RAM, 10 megabytes of hard
disk space, 16-bit sound card
with speakers, Internet access
at 14.4 kbps and Netscape or
Internet Explorer 3.0.  (Here’s a
tip: If you’re unsure whether or
not you meet the requirements,
download the program and try
to run it. If it doesn’t work, the
computer that is being used
probably falls short in an area
or two.)
Like all games, students are
prohibited to run them in the
computer lab, so make sure to
kiss up to the computer guru
on your floor so you can play.
“Acrophobia”
Bezerk Entertainment
http://www.acrophobia.com
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ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!
Clean out your ashtrays, drawers, and pocket books for this weekend
only!  At all 4 locations, Walker’s will accept all your tokens up to the
amount of your purchase with NO MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS!
THIS IS A ONE TIME OFFER!!
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Staff writer
New computer game demands players use minds
